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literatureQ: Where to put the get or
set in a properly structured
Hibernate model? I'm having a
difficult time deciding whether to
create a get or set method for some
of my Hibernate model fields. I'm
very new to Hibernate, so this is
probably something very easy. Any
help would be appreciated. Here are
the two main attributes in the
model. The RoomNumber and
Description are int type fields.
@Entity @Table(name = "Room")
public class Room { @Id
@GeneratedValue(strategy =
GenerationType.IDENTITY)
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@Column(name = "RoomID")
private int id; @Column(name =
"RoomNumber") private int
roomNumber; @Column(name =
"Description") private String
description; } A: If you are able to
update the object then you should
use a setter otherwise you should
use a getter. The only time you need
to use a setter is if you are doing
some type of operation on the field,
this would be an example: private
int roomNumber; public int
getRoomNumber() { return
roomNumber; } public void
setRoomNumber(int roomNumber)
{ this.roomNumber = roomNumber;
} If you would like to know more
about getters and setters, read the
JAVA docs. You can use any names
you want, and do what they tell you
to do, it is really just a convention.
When it comes to accessing your id,
you can either use the getId() or the
id() method. It really depends on
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how you wish to access the
property. The getId() method will
only be useful if you need to access
the ID for some type of processing,
or query in some way. You can use
the id() method to get the property
value without using the setter or
getter, so if you only want to look at
the value without any manipulation,
then use id(). When it comes to
naming conventions, just make sure
that you follow what the J
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